THE CORONATION OATH
allayed suspicion of any further attempts to raise the unhappy
question of Catholic Emancipation.
The school lesson has it that by his crass stupidity and futile
bigotry George was responsible for much of the unhappiness
which characterized Anglo-Irish relations after the Act of Union.
This is probably true; but it does not take into account the
fact George himself made great sacrifices when he refused to
sanction Pitt's proposals. Even if he had sanctioned them it
is very doubtful whether they would have passed safely through
Parliament. The Bench of Bishops, with the possible exception
of the scientifically-minded Richard Watson of Llandaff, would
have voted to a man against relief for the Catholics; and a great
many of the lay peers would have shared their prejudices. England
was too obsessed with the idea that the Irish were blood-thirsty
ruffians and slavish idolaters to give Ireland a fair deal in 1801,
and even when nearly thirty years later the concession was wrested
from her by force a great many educated Englishmen still thought
that it was wrong.
One cannot perhaps appreciate the anguish of George's mind
in those fateful days of February. For nearly eighteen years he
had enjoyed the services of a man, whose political honesty was
unquestioned, and whose ability sheltered the King from the
stormy blasts of political life. George had come to a time of
life when tranquillity meant much to him. But the safety of
his soul was his first consideration. In his anguish he tortured
his mind a hundred times with the question:
Where is that power on earth to absolve me from the due observance
of every sentence of that Oath, particularly the one requiring me to
maintain the Protestant reformed religion ?
His spiritual advisers could only tell him that he was irrevocably
bound. On another occasion he read the Oath to his wife and
children, again hoping that some escape would be found. He
invited them to ponder it well; and they could only agree with
him, when he said:
If I violate it, I am no longer legal Sovereign of this country, but it
falls to the House of Savoy.1
1 He was not quite correct here: the * Old Pretender's * second son was still alive—
a Cardinal of the Catholic Church.
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